
Combi oven Metos EGO Slim Pro 6T, with boiler

Product information
 

SKU 4571570
Product name Combi oven Metos EGO Slim Pro 6T, with boiler
Dimensions 510 × 905 × 850 mm
Weight 83,000 kg
Capacity 6 x GN 1/1-65 (530x325)
Technical information 380-415 V, 20 A, 10,5 kW, 3NPE, 50 Hz

CW: 2*3/4" Drain: ø 50 mm
 

Description

convection, combi and full steam cooking with fixed time or core probe
function
capacity: 6 x GN1/1, distance between trays: 70 mm, max load: 30 kg
and max load single tray: 5 kg
with boiler
temperature settable from 30°C to 280°C
ACT Technology (Advanced Clima Technology) with energy
conservation thanks to the automatic climate regulation**
manual, programmed or automatic cooking mode
pre uploaded YESRECIPES book divided into categories
MYCOOKBOOK for saving programs into customizable folders
manual or automatic pre-heating mode settable up to 300°c
possibility to save up to 10 cooking phases per program
HOLD function at the end of the cooking
10” multilingual Touchscreen display
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Click&Share function to save recipes with your cover images
USB interface for HACCP data downloading
integrated WIFI connection configuration
alarms display with autodiagnosis system
special cycles: Delta T, Time’s up for synchronized cookings,
Cook&Go for simultaneous cookings , rapid cooking chamber
cool-down, regeneration with core probe or fixed-time mode,
proofing cycle
manual humidity supply function
YesSteam technology for steam generation with high
efficiency steamer
programmable FCS technology (Fast Chimney System) for
forced extraction of humidity
automatic SCS technology (Smart Chimney System) for forced
extraction of humidity
settable ventilation speeds (7) + pulse speed with automatic
inversion of fans rotation
304 stainless steel cooking chamber
ergonomic and lightweight handle compliant with HACCP
standards
frontal structure with screwless system
integrated humidity collector aisle
multi-point core probe with external link to the cooking
chamber included
integrated syphon
double glass door with high thermic insulation and easy
inspection with safety fan stop system when the door is open
halogen inner lamps in the cooking chamber
retractable shower included
automatic washing system with monocomponent YesClean(4+1 cycles)
automatic special cycle for limescale removal from the
steamer
loading detergent function
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